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WHAT’S TRENDING
Products We Love
ere at HC, we think that personal style and fashion begin from the
ground up. After all, form and function need a foundation and we
think that these products are the perfect start to creating a fashion statement
that covers you from top to bottom.
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sanita clogs

1. Ladies Professional
Teagan
esigned to be unique, the
colorful Sanita Professional
Teagan women’s casuals are very
impressive. This back closed clog is made
from printed patent leather upper and
features protective heel cap, an absorbent
insole that keeps feet comfortable, and
reinforced, padded instep that hold
the feet in place. The roomy toe-box
lets your toes move about with ease,
and the anatomically shaped footbed
cradles the foot and the arch. The sole
of this clog is made of flexible PU that
offers better mobility and absorbs shock.
Walk around in style with the Sanita
Professional Teagan.
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2. Ladies Nikolette

3. Men’s Professional Cabrio

dd a little sassy style to your
ensemble with the Nikolette
clog in calfskin leather. Featuring a waxy
leather upper with contrast stitching
and button accents, this clog is beautiful
inside and out. With a soft leather
interior lining that wicks away moisture,
and a generously padded footbed to
massage your feet, you can’t go wrong
with the style and functionality of the
Nikolette.

he Cabrio clog from Sanita
offers superior comfort and
construction. It is designed specifically
to reduce stress on your heels and back.
It has a closed-back design with a leather
upper and many features that will keep
you safe and feeling fresh on your feet.
With a reinforced padded instep, an
absorbent insole, and a roomy toe box,
these Cabrio clogs will be an everyday
favorite for your feet.
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www.sanita.com
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OnTyte

4. OnTyte™ Lightweight
Composite Stirrups
nTyte uses an innovative polymer
in the manufacturing of their
stirrups that gives them
superior strength.
OnTyte’s patent pending
stirrups are an attractive
and ergonomic way
of containing the allimportant magnet that
4
allows OnTyte to work for
the rider. These stirrups offer a look that
has been accepted worldwide for use
in the jumpers, and it features a wider
tread area allowing for increased foot
contact providing greater comfort than
conventional metal stirrups. OnTyte’s
stirrups have a soft rubber foot pad that
when in combination with the OnTyte
Integrated Sole System almost entirely
eliminates the risk of slip.
Use together with our OnTyte™-ready
short boots or your favorite boots fitted
with OnTyte™ original soles.
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5. OnTyte™ Flame
Paddock Boot
hese paddock boots are
specially designed and
made in Italy by the DeNiro BootCo®
with our original OnTyte™sole
incorporated.
This classic, stylish paddock boot,
made of top quality calfskin with
spur rests, front laces, back zipper,
and comfortable, hygienic insole is
ideal for everyday use. Use together
with any model of OnTyte™
Magnetic Stirrups.
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6. Zephyr
Show Coat
ntroducing FITS
Zephyr: the most
advanced equestrian show
coat ever made. Completely
breathable while at the same
time perfectly opaque, air
breezes through the Zephyr’s
lightweight open cell Power
Mesh fabric to keep you cool
and comfortable. Factor in
amazing stretch and you
have the ultimate washable
performance show coat. The
designers at FITS created
Zephyr in layers to give you
cool, opaque coverage exactly
where you need it.
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There is no hot, restrictive lining or heat absorbing outer shell.
What
you have is simply a beautiful lightweight,
super cool competition coat that
stretches with your every move.
www.FITSriding.com

www.ontyte.com
The Zephyr is lighted from within to show
how easily air flows through to cool your
body.
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